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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS 
Let V be a unitary space, dim V = n, and suppose that vr ,..., v,, is an 
orthonormal (on.) basis of V. A linear transformation A : V-+ V is called 
a generalized permutation on V with respect to or ,.. ., v% if there exists a 
permutation p in the symmetric group of degree n, S, , and nonzero constants 
c, ,..., c, such that 
Avt = ctet,(t) 9 t = l,..., 71. (1) 
If each ct = 1, then A is simply called a permutation on V. Observe that this 
definition depends on the choice of the o.n. basis a, , . . . . v,, and in fact any 
nonsingular normal transformation on V is trivially a generalized permutation 
with respect to its o.n. basis of eigenvectors. 
In this paper we shall partially classify those linear transformations on V 
that induce generalized permutations on certain symmetry classes of tensors 
and graded algebras over V. The most general formulation of our results 
requires some preliminary discussion. Thus, before proceeding to the general 
situation, we shall first state the result for the case of the familiar Grassmann 
algebra, AV, over V. Recall [7] that if ( , ) is the inner product in V then 
an inner product is induced in AV such that the following formula holds: 
for decomposable lements in A”V, m < n, 
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It follows from (2) that if or , . . . . v,, is an o.n. basis of V then the 2n 
decomposable elements 
[m!]l’Z v Wl A ..* A v ,,I <WI< em- < u, < n, m = O,..., 71, (3) 
(A”V is the field of scalars) constitute an o.n. basis of AV. The o.n. basis (3) 
is said to be induced in A V by the o n. basis or , . .., vS . If A : V -+ V then 
it is a familiar fact that there is a unique transformation C(A) : A V --f A V 
such that 
C(A)~,A-~~AX,=AX,A-~~AAX,. (4) 
The transformation C(A) is called the compound of A and the restriction 
of C(A) to the fixed subspace of homogeneous elements A”V (i.e., the space 
spanned by all decomposable elements x1 A -a* A x,J is called the mth 
compound of A, denoted by C,(A). We have 
THEOREM 1. Let vI ,..., v, be an o.n. basis of V and suppose A : V-t V. 
Then the compound of A is a generalizedpermutation with respect to the induced 
basis (3) if and only if A is a generalized permutation with respect to v1 ,..., v,, . 
This theorem can be restated in terms of matrices as follows, 
COROLLARY 1. Let M be an n-square complex matrix and assume that 
m < n. Then M is a generalized permutation matrix, i.e., M has precisely one 
nonzero entry in each row and column, if and only if for each choice 
Y =(Yw,Ym), 1 \<Yl < *a* < ym < n, there is precisely one nonzero m-square 
subdeterminant of M lying in rows y. 
These results will follow from Theorem 2. 
In order to state the more general results we summarize the pertinent 
information concerning symmetry classes of tensors. Thus, let H be a 
subgroup of S,,, , m < n, of order h and let x be a character on H of degree 1, 
i.e., x : H -+ R is a nonzero homomorphism of H into the complex 
numbers R. If U is any vector space over R then a multilinear function 
+ : v x -** x V -+ U (m occurrences of V in the Cartesian product) is 
symmetric with respect to H and x if 
*c%c1, >...I %(md = x(4 v%% S..‘> 4 (5) 
foralla~Handallxi~V,i=l,..., m. Now let P be a vector space over R 
andf:Vx -se x V --+ P be a fixed multilinear function. The pair P, f is 
called a symmetry class of tensors over V associated with H and x [2,8] if the 
following conditions hold: 
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(9 <rqf > = P t w h ere (X) denotes the linear closure of the set of 
vectors X); 
(ii) (universal factorization property) if U is any vector space over R and 
*:vx **. x V-+ U is symmetric with respect to H and x then there 
exists a linear transformation h : P+ ZJ such that 
4 = hf, 
i.e., any such I# can be factored into the fixed f and a linear h: 
(6) 
The pair P, f is easily seen to be unique to within isomorphism. Henceforth 
we shall denote the symmetry class associated with H and x by the single 
symbol Vxnz(H). For example, if we take H = S, , X(D) = sgn u = E(O), 
P = V,“(H) = AmV, and f(xr , .., x,,J = x1 A --a A x,,, then it is a classical 
result that the universal factorization property holds. As another example, 
take H to be the identity group and f(xl ,..., x,) = x1 @ a** @ x,,, , the tensor 
product of the vectors x1 ,.. ., SC,. Then Vxm(H) is just @E1 V, the mth 
tensor product of V with itself. The direct sum of the spaces @Ei V is just 
T(V), the familiar graded contravariant tensor algebra over V, [I]. A third 
example can be obtained by taking H = S,,, , X(U) = 1 and f(xl ,..., xm) = 
x1 * a** * x,, wherex, * -*- * x, is the symmetric product [7] of the indicated 
vectors: 
Xl * a** tx, = - 
l 2 m! 
%(l) 0 -*- 0 %bnb (8) 
s+ 
In this case, V,n”(H) becomes the space V@) of completely symmetric 
tensors, a subspace of @;“-i V, and the associated symmetric graded algebra 
is the direct sum Y(O) @ L (1) @ --a. 
If P, f is an arbitrary symmetry class of tensors then we shall denote the 
value of f(xl ,..., x,,J by xi * se- * x, . The inner product on V induces an 
inner product on Vxm(H) for which the following formula holds: 
where d, is the scalar valued generalized matrix function [q defined on 
m-square matrices C = (Q) by 
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For example, d,(C) = det(C) in the case VXm(H) = A” V and d,(C) = per(C) 
(cf. l-41) if VXm(H) = I/(“). If A: V-+ I’ then there exists a unique linear 
transformation K(A) : VXm(H) -+ VXm(H) induced ~JJ A which satisfies 
K(A)x,*...cx,=Ax,*...*Ax, (11) 
for all xi E V; e.g., K(A) = C,(A), the mth compound of A, when 
V,“(H) = A”&‘; K(A) = P,(A), the mth induced power of A [9], if 
V,“(H) = I’@); K(A) = n%(A), the mth Kronecker power of A, if 
Vxm(A) = @tl V. 
There are certain elementary combinatorial facts about sequence sets that 
are necessary in order to state the results e.iectively. Let r,,, denote the 
totality of sequences of length m, w = (q ,..., wm), 1 < wi < n, i = l,..., m. 
If u E S, let w0 be the sequence (uO(i) , . . . . wO(,)). Define an equivalence 
relation in r,,, by 01- /3 if and only if there exists a u in H such that CP = /3. 
It is easy to see that - is in fact an equivalence relation on r,,, and therefore 
splits the set r,,, into equivalence classes. In each equivalence class select 
the sequence which is lowest in lexicographic order in that equivalence class 
and designate the resulting system of distinct representatives by d,“,n . 
We define a subset of A:,, as follows. If w E A:,, , let H, be the subgroup 
of H consisting of those o for which wa = w. Since x is a character on H, 
as well, it follows that z oEHw X(U) is either 0 or the order of H, . Let V(W) 
denote the order of H, and let AZ,, be the subset of A:,, consisting of those 
w for which 
x(4 = V(W)* 
w 
Whenever the group H and the numbers m and n are expressly stated or are 
obvious in the context, we shall use the simplified notations A and A for 
AZ., and fi;., . For example, if H = S, , x(u) = E(U), it is easy to check 
that A = ,(I,,, , the totality of strictly increasing sequences of length m, 
i.e., all w E r,,, for which 1 < w1 < -.- < W, < n. It is also clear that 
Q,,,, Cd for any H. If H is the identity group then d is just all of r,,,, . If 
H=Sm, x (u) G 1 then A turns out to be G,,n, the set of nondecreasing 
sequences W, 1 < wr < -a* Q w, < 12. 
From (9) it can be easily seen [3] that if z1i ,..., v, is an o.n. basis of V then 
the elements 
h [ 1 
l/2 h 
v*= - -qq cd [ 1 
l/2 
v(Q)) V Wl * -0. * vmm ) w EA, (12) 
form an o.n. basis of V,“(H). 
We can now state our main result on generalized permutations. 
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THEOREM 2. Let o1 ,..., v,, be an o.n. bask of V. If m < n, then K(A) is a 
generalized permutation on the symmetry class I/;m(H) with respect to the basis 
(12) if and only if A is a generalizedpermutation on V with respect to vl , . . ., v, . 
Note that Theorem 2 contains Theorem 1 as a special case by taking 
V,““(H) = A” V. 
The matrix formulation of Theorem 2 is rather interesting. 
THEOREM 3. Let M = (aii) be an n-square complex matrix and assume 
m < n. Then M is a generalized permutation matrix zf and only if for each 
choice of y = (yl ,..., y,,, ) E A there is precisely one sequence w E A such that 
(13) 
The notation in (13) means that the value of d, is not zero on the m-square 
matrix whose (i,j) entry is awlvi , i, j = 1,. .., m. 
If we make a succession of three special choices of H and x in Theorem 3 
we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Let M = (ati) be an n-square complex matrix and assume 
m < n. Then the following three conditions are necessary and su@icient for M 
to be a generalized permutation matrix: 
(a) for each sequence y = (yl ,..., y,J, 1 < y1 < *** < ym < n there is 
precisely one sequence o = (wl ,..., w,), 1 ,< w1 < *a* < w, < n, such that 
W@u,y,)) Z 0; 
(b) for each sequence y, 1 < y1 < a** < y,,, < n, there is precisely one 
se-e w, 1 < w1 < .*. < w, < n, such that 
per((awiy,>> Z 0; 
(c) for each sequence y, 1 < yi < II, i = l,..., m, there is precively one 
sequence W, 1 < wi < n, such that 
It is possible to classify partially those A : V-t V for which K(A) is a 
permutation with respect to the basis (12). We have 
THEOREM 4. Assume that m < n and x = 1. If K(A) is a permutation on 
VXm(H) with respect to the basis (12), then A = zL where zm = 1 and L is a 
permutation on V with respect to the basis v1 , . . . . v,, . 
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Note that the condition x = 1 is essential here. For, let Aer, = iw, , 
Aw, = iw, , Av, = -iv, so that C,(A)w, A v2 = Av, A Av, = iv, A iv, = 
i2V2 A vl = -w2 A u1 = w1 A 02; C,(A)o, A q, = iw, A (-i)W3 = o2 A 03; 
C,(A)w, A os = iv, A (--i)o, = vi A ~1s . Hence C,(A) is a permutation 
although A is not a multiple of a permutation. 
2. PROOFS 
In the proof of our main result (Theorem 2) we shall require the following 
lemma which may be of interest in itself. In fact this result generalizes a well 
known theorem concerning the equality of two Grassmann products. 
LEMMA. If x1 ,..., x,,, are linearly independent, m < n, and x1 * *** t x,,, = 
Yl * -a* * ym then 
(x1 ,-**> %> = <Yl Y.‘,Yna>. (14) 
Proof. Let zk E(yl ,...,ym)l, where k is a fixed integer, 1 < K \( m. Then 
from (9) and (10) we see that 
(Yl * *I- *Ym,%* ..a * 2,) = 0 (15) 
for any choice of z1 ,..., zk-i , .sk+i ,..., z, . Let w, z1 , za ,..., z&l , xk+i ,..., X, 
be an orthonormalizing sequence for xlc , x1 ,..., x&i , xk+l , . . . . x, . This 
implies that xl E (x&l, %2 E (xk , xdL,-., zk-1 E (xk, xl ,“‘, xk-‘e?)l, 
zk+l E (x1 ,..., xk)’ ,,.., 2, E (x1 ,..., x,-~)~. Sincey, * **a * ym = x1 * *** * x, 
we have from (15) and (9) that 
0 = d,((xi , 4) 
x1, 21) 0 ..* 0 X 
x 6% 22) 0 0 X 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . 0 . 
X X . ' . h-1, z&.-1) x 
0 0 ... 0 (Xh .2k 1 
0 
x . . . . . . . x 
x . . . . . . . x 
b+1, &+1 ) 0 ... 0 
x (%+2, %+a) 0 
. . 
0 
X . . . x km %J 
(16) 
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The x represent unspecified entries. The only entry in row k of the matrix 
B = ((xc, zj)) which may be nonzero is the (k, k) entry. If we delete row and 
column k of B we obtain an (m - I)-square lower triangular matrix. Thus 
the only candidate for a non-zero term in d,(B) is the main diagonal product 
nz, (xj , zi). But according to (16), 
and, by the construction of w, Z, ,..., xk-r, zk+r ,..., x,,, , we know that 
(xi, ZJ # 0, i = l,..., k - 1, k + l,..., m. Hence (xk , zk) must be 0. We 
have proved that whenever xk E (rl , . . . . y,,Jl then (+ , zk) = 0. Hence 
x/c E (r1 2’“) Y,J for all k and we conclude by a trivial dimension argument [5j 
that 
<Xl ,“‘, %> = 05 ,-.,Ym>~ 
Proof of Theorem 2. We are given that v, ,..., v,, is an o.n. basis of V 
and that K(A) is a generalized permutation on Vxm(H) with respect to the 
o.n. basis (12): 
h L-1 
l/2 h l/2 
v*= - 
V(W) * [ I V(W) vd1 
f .-' * V,,) WE 4 
i.e., for some l-l function 8 mapping d onto itself and for nonzero scalars 
C ,,WE 6, we have 
wo [$J2 vu* = Cal [$J2 &.J. 
Let A = UH be the polar factorization of A where U is unitary and H is 
positive-definite Hermitian. It follows from (1) that 
K(A) = K( U)K(H). (18) 
However it is easy to verify that K(U) is unitary and K(H) is Hermitian 
positive-definite and hence (18) is the polar factorization of K(A). Let 
Q : Vxm(H)-+ Vxm(H) be defined by 
Q [$fj”‘v,* = G [&]li2 V&J, w Ed, (1% 
where Z, = cw/ 1 c, I, so that Q is unitary. Next define D : Vxm(H) -+ Vxm(H) by 
D h =I2 vm* - [ I V(W) - I c, 1 [&]"' vu*, uEd, (20) 
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so that D is positive-definite Hermitian. Observe that 
QD = K(A) = K( U)K(H) 
and, by the uniqueness of the polar factorization, Q = K(U) and D = K(H). 
Now from (20) and (11) 
Let xi = Hvi , i = l,..., n. Then we have 
x * = 1 c, Iv,*, w WEd. (21) 
Now, H is positive-definite so that x1 , . . . . x,, are linearly independent. Since 
Qmsn Cd, we can conclude from (21) and the lemma that 
Let CJ = (1,2 ,..., t - 1, t + l,..., m, m + 1) EQ~,, , t = 2 ,..., m + 1, and 
intersect the spaces (22) as t runs from 2 to m + 1; i.e., 
m+1 m+1 
E (Xl ,**., St ,.*., x,+1) = c (Vl ,***, 6 ,*a*, %> (23) 
(a, means that xt is not there). It follows from the linear independence of the 
x’s and v’s that the space (23) is l-dimensional and, since x1 and or are in 
the space (23), we have x1 = h,v, , for some nonzero scalar h, . Similarly we 
prove that xt = h,v, , t = 2 ,..., m, for appropriate nonzero scalars h, ,..., h, . 
Hence 
Hv, = htvt , t = l,..., n, (24) 
and vr ,..., v, form an o.n. basis of eigenvectors of H. We now turn to an 
analysis of (19). Since Q = K(U) we have 
Let ui = Uvi, i = l,..., n. Then, by coalescing constants, (25) becomes 
where 6, is a nonzero scalar. The vectors u1 , . . . . U, are orthonormal and thus 
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if w EQ~,, it follows from the lemma that e(w) = (Ok ,..., e(w),) consists 
of distinct integers. Hence, from (26) and the lemma we have that 
for any w E Qm,n . Let OJ$ be the sequence defined immediately preceding (23). 
Then (27) gives 
The left-hand side of (28) is just (ur) and thus the right-hand side is one- 
dimensional. Hence it is spanned by precisely one of the oi . Therefore there 
exists an integer, call it v(l), such that 
% = Wdl) 
for some scalar a, , 1 a, 1 = 1. Similarly, for each j = 2 ,..., n, there exists an 
integer p(j) such that 
ui = ajvow , j = 2,..., n, 
for appropriate a, , 1 a, 1 = 1. Since the tlj’s and v,‘s are individually o.n. sets, 
it follows that g, E S, . Thus 
UVj = Uj = UjVq(j) p j = l,..., n, (29) 
where 1 a, ) = 1, j = l,..., M. Combining (29) and (24) we see that 
and A is a generalized permutation on V with respect to v, ,. .., v,, . 
To prove the converse suppose that Av, = ctv+,(t) , ct # 0, p ES, , 
t = I,..., 12. Then from (11) we have, for any w E 6, 
WW, * = Av,, t .-- * Av, 
= L’u&*) * ** * * “&J,, (30) 
= v:Ll,> 
where c, is a nonzero scalar. Now q(w) E r,,, and hence q(w) is equivalent 
to some sequence y = (yI ,..,, ym) in A, i.e., q(w) = y” for some o E H. 
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If y were not in d then 
(31) 
Thus it follows from (30) and the nonsingularity of K(A) that y Ed. 
Moreover, the correspondence w t) y is l-l ; otherwise K(A) would map 
two basis elements into multiples of a single basis element. Hence there 
exists a permutation 19 on d such that 
and the converse is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is clear that C(A) is a generalized permutation 
if and only if C,(A) is a generalized permutation on clmlr for each m = 1,. . ., n. 
The result then follows from Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We know from Theorem 2 that, since K(A) is a 
permutation with respect to the basis (12), the transformation A is a 
generalized permutation with respect to the basis or , . . . . w,, . To complete 
the argument we require the following preliminary result: if Aw, = COWS 
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then K(A) is a permutation with respect o the basis (12) if and only $for every 
(Y Ed there exists a permutation u, E H for which 
and 
We are assuming that K(A) is a permutation with respect to the basis (12) 
and hence K(A) is nonsingular. Let u, E H be a permutation such that 
y(&) E A. Then from (31), 
and the nonsingularity of K(A) assures us that ~(&a) Ed (otherwise 
$LPd = 0). Next observe that the following statements are equivalent: 
Hence 
so that 
H p(ay = cr,lH,a, 
Y(p)(aq) = v(a). (34) 
Thus from (33) 
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and K(A) is a permutation with respect to the basis (12) if and only if 
Now if x is taken to be identically 1 in (32) we see immediately (using n < n 
and the fact that Qm,, Cd for any Hand x) that c, = **a = c, and Theorem 4 
follows. 
In order to prove Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 we examine the matrix 
representation of K(A), an arbitrary induced transformation, with respect to 
the basis (12). Thus let A : V + V and suppose Aw, = sf-, auvi , j = 1, . . . . a, 
and 
so that M = (air) is the matrix representation of A with respect to or ,..., V, 
and G = (g,) is the matrix representation of K(A) with respect to the basis 
(12). Thus by (9) 
Thus K(A) is a generalized permutation with respect to the basis (12) if and 
only if the matrix G is a generalized permutation matrix. In other words, 
it follows from (35) that K(A) is a generalized permutation if and only if 
for each y Ed there is precisely one sequence w Ed for which 
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Now suppose il4 = (Q) is a given n-square complex matrix. Define a 
linear transformation A : L’+ V by AZ+ = c-I aijzi , j = 1, . . . . n. Then 
clearly M is a generalized permutation matrix if and only if A is a generalized 
permutation with respect to v1 ,..., v, . But, by Theorem 2, A is a generalized 
permutation with respect to vl ,. .., v, if and only if K(A) is a generalized 
permutation with respect to the basis (12). But this in turn can happen if 
and only if for each y Ed there exists precisely one w Ed such that (36) 
holds. This is precisely the statement of Theorem 3. 
Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 3 and a specialization of d, to the 
determinant (H = S, , x = E), the permanent (H = S,,, , x = I), and the 
product of the main diagonal elements (H = {e}). Of course, Corollary 1 is 
part of Corollary 2. 
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